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Abstract

Objective: Randomized clinical trials that compare two treatments on a continuous outcome can be analyzed using analysis of covari-
ance (ANCOVA) or a t-test approach. We present a method for the sample size calculation when ANCOVA is used.

Study Design and Setting: We derived an approximate sample size formula. Simulations were used to verify the accuracy of the for-
mula and to improve the approximation for small trials. The sample size calculations are illustrated in a clinical trial in rheumatoid arthritis.

Results: If the correlation between the outcome measured at baseline and at follow-up is r, ANCOVA comparing groups of (1� r2)n
subjects has the same power as t-test comparing groups of n subjects. When on the same data, ANCOVA is used instead of t-test, the pre-
cision of the treatment estimate is increased, and the length of the confidence interval is reduced by a factor

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p
.

Conclusion: ANCOVA may considerably reduce the number of patients required for a trial. � 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) that compare treat-
ment A with treatment B on a continuous outcome measure
can be analyzed in several ways. A straightforward option
is to compare the follow-up scores at the end of the treat-
ment period (Y1) using a t-test or analysis of variance (AN-
OVA). When the outcome is also measured at baseline (Y0),
the change scores (Y1� Y0) between the treatment groups
can be compared, again using a t-test. Another approach
is to use analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and to analyze
Y1 or Y1� Y0 in a linear regression model that includes
treatment group and Y0 as independent covariates (Y1jY0

or Y1� Y0jY0).
An advantage of the use of ANCOVA is that it adjusts

for baseline differences between the treatment groups. AN-
COVA also has more statistical power than the t-test, so
sample size requirements are lower [1e3]. Although this
is commonly known, to our knowledge, simple methods
for the sample size calculation for ANCOVA have not been
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available so far. Consequently, when ANCOVA is planned
for a trial, this is usually not taken into account in the de-
termination of the sample size, leading to unnecessarily
large trials.

We propose a two-step method for the sample size cal-
culation. First, the sample size is calculated as if a t-test
on the follow-up scores were carried out, then the number
of subjects is multiplied by a ‘‘design factor’’ to produce
the number of subjects required for the ANCOVA. As the
power of an ANCOVA with dependent variable Y1� Y0 is
the same as the power of an ANCOVA with variable Y1,
we only discuss the latter method.

2. Methods

We assumed that Y0 and Y1 were the baseline and out-
come variables, respectively, of a clinical trial with two
treatment groups. The standard deviation (SD) and the cor-
relation between Y0 and Y1 were known. We then calculated
the conditional variance of Y1jY0. Based on this result we
determined the design factor, that is, the ratio between
the number of subjects required for an ANCOVA and the
number of subjects required for a t-test. In practice, the
SD and correlation are (implicitly) estimated as a part of
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the ANCOVA procedure. This means that the sample size
based on known SDs and known correlation coefficient is
only approximate. We therefore conducted a simulation
study to verify the accuracy of our sample size calculation
method. As the method consists of two steps, we evaluated
the accuracy of both steps.

We only show results for trials with treatment groups of
equal size, but the results for unequal group sizes are
similar.

2.1. Accuracy of sample size calculation methods
for the t-test

To evaluate the first step, that is, the determination of the
sample size required for the t-test, we assumed that the
treatment differences between the groups ranged from 0.5
SDs up to 1.5 SDs. For each difference, we calculated the
sample size that is required for 80% or 90% power, using
the sample size calculation package Nquery Advisor� or
the formula n 5 2(Z1�a/2þ Z1�b)2s2/(mB�mA)2 [4]. For
each combination of treatment difference and group size,
we ran 6,400 trials and estimated the ‘‘true power’’ by cal-
culating the percentage of t-tests that were statistically
significant.

2.2. Accuracy of the sample size calculation method
for ANCOVA

The second step of our sample size method is to multiply
the sample size for the t-test by the design factor. We ver-
ified the accuracy of the design factor by simulating clinical
trials with baseline and outcome variables Y0 and Y1, re-
spectively. The differences between the means of Y1 in
the groups were chosen in such a way that the required
sample sizes as calculated using our method were 10, 25,
50, and 100 per treatment arm. The means of Y0 in the
two groups were equal, and the correlation between Y0

and Y1 varied between 0.1 and 0.9. For each combination
of group size and correlation, we generated 6,400 trials
and analyzed them using ANCOVA. To estimate the true
power, we calculated the percentage of trials with a statisti-
cally significant treatment effect.

3. Results

In the appendix it is shown that for large trials the design
factor (variance deflation factor) for ANCOVA is 1� r2,
where r is the correlation between Y0 and Y1. As a conse-
quence, ANCOVA with (1� r2)n subjects has the same
power as t-test with n subjects. It is straightforward to cal-
culate that for a t-test on the change from baseline
(Y1� Y0), the design factor is 2� 2r: if a t-test on Y1 re-
quires n subjects, then a t-test on the change from baseline
requires (2� 2r)n subjects.

The design factor can also be used to compare the pre-
cision of the analysis methods. If ANCOVA is used instead
of t-test, this increases the precision by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p
, that is, the

standard error and the length of the confidence interval (CI)
of the difference between the treatment groups are reduced
by a factor

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p
. When change from baseline is used,

the precision changes by a factor
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� 2r
p

. For r O 0.5 this
is a decrease, but for r ! 0.5 it is an increase.

3.1. Accuracy of sample size calculation methods
for the t-test

As expected, the sample sizes calculated by Nquery
Advisor� were quite accurate. However, the formula
n 5 2(Z1�a/2þ Z1�b)2s2/(mB�mA)2 leads to sample sizes
with too little power. The thin and bold broken lines in
Fig. 1 show the ‘‘true’’ power, when according to the for-
mula it should have been 80% and 90%, respectively. The
unbroken lines show the power when the formula
n 5 2(Z1�a/2þ Z1�b)2s2/(mB�mA)2þ 1 was used. An in-
crease of one subject per treatment arm, two in total, leads
exactly to the required power.

3.2. Accuracy of the sample size calculation method
for ANCOVA

The design factor 1� r2 may not be accurate for small
trials. In Fig. 2a, the true power (vertical axis) is plotted
against the correlation between Y0 and Y1 (horizontal axis).
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Fig. 1. Accuracy of sample size formula n 5 2(Za/2þ Zb)2s2/(mB�mA)2.

The thin and the bold broken lines indicate the true power when the in-

tended (nominal) power was 80% and 90%, respectively. The unbroken

lines indicate the true power when one extra subject was added per treat-

ment group.
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of the sample size calculation method for ANCOVA. (Left) True power when the intended (nominal) power was 80% (thin lines) and 90%

(bold lines). (Right) True power after addition of one extra subject per treatment group.
The bold and the thin lines in the figure show the true
power when the calculated power based on the design fac-
tor and the results of Nquery Advisor� was 90% and 80%,
respectively.

It can be seen that for trials with sizes of n 5 25 per
treatment group or higher, the true power was approxi-
mately equal to the nominal power. For trials with n 5 10
per treatment group, the true power was too low. However,
adding one subject to each treatment group was sufficient to
attain the required power, as is illustrated in Fig. 2b.

We repeated the simulation using the formula
n 5 2(Z1�a/2þ Z1�b)2s2/(mB�mA)2þ 1 instead of Nquery
Advisor� in the first step of the sample size determination
method, and found similar results.

The sample size method based on the design factor
1� r2 was quite accurate for large sample sizes. By adding
one additional subject to each group, it became accurate for
all sample sizes.

3.3. Relative efficiency analysis of endpoint, analysis
of change from baseline, and ANCOVA

The lines in Fig. 3 show the relative sample sizes that are
required when analysis of follow-up scores, analysis of
change scores, and ANCOVA are used. The correlation be-
tween Y0 and Y1 is on the horizontal axis, whereas the ver-
tical axis shows the required sample size. The analysis of
follow-up scores is considered the reference method, so
the sample size required for this method is set at 100 (thin
horizontal line). The thin dashed line shows the sample size
requirements when change scores are used. For a low cor-
relation (r ! 0.5), the use of follow-up scores requires
a lower sample size than the use of change scores. In con-
trast, when the correlation is high (r O 0.5) the use of
change scores requires a lower sample size. ANCOVA al-
ways has the lowest sample size requirement in comparison
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Fig. 3. Relative efficiency of analysis of endpoint, analysis of change

from baseline, and ANCOVA. Sample size requirements when endpoint

analysis (reference; thin line), change from baseline (dashed line) or anal-

ysis of covariance (bold line) is used.
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to the other methods (bold line). For correlations between
r 5 0.2 and r 5 0.8, the reduction in sample size for AN-
COVA versus analysis of follow-up scores ranges between
4% and 64%. For ANCOVA versus analysis of change
scores the reduction ranges between 40% and 10%. Above
r 5 0.8, the advantage of ANCOVA over the use of change
scores is small.

4. Example

As an illustration of the method, we use a randomized
placebo-controlled trial, designed to investigate whether
treatment with leflunomide and sulfasalazine is more effec-
tive than treatment with sulfasalazine alone. Patients with
rheumatoid arthritis who had insufficient clinical response
to treatment with leflunomide were randomized to lefluno-
mide and sulfasalazine or to placebo and sulfasalazine [5].
The primary outcome measure was the Disease Activity
Score (DAS28), which was measured at baseline and after
24 weeks of treatment [6]. It was hypothesized that im-
provements would occur in both treatment arms, but addi-
tion of sulfasalazine would be more effective than a mere
switch to sulfasalazine [5].

We calculated the sample size requirements per treat-
ment group using n 5 2(Z1�a/2þ Z1�b)2s2/(mB�mA)2þ 1
assuming a significance level of a 5 0.05 (two-sided) and
a power of 1� b 5 0.80. A difference of 0.6 DAS28 points
between the treatments was deemed appropriate, and the
SD was estimated to be 1.2 [5,7,8]. The correlation of the
DAS28 between subsequent 24-week periods was r 5 0.7,
as determined using the data of 365 rheumatoid arthritis
patients with up to 6 years follow-up [9]. In Table 1, the
required sample sizes are given for three methods of anal-
ysis: t-test on follow-up scores (Y1), t-test on change from
baseline (Y1� Y0), and ANCOVA (Y1jY0). Sample size re-
quirements for more stringent values of the significance
level a and power 1� b are shown at the right hand side
of the table. With a correlation coefficient between Y1

and Y0 of 0.7, the use of ANCOVA leads to a sample size

Table 1

Sample sizes for three methods of analysis of the rheumatoid

arthritis trial

Error rates a 5 0.05, 1� b 5 0.80 a 5 0.01, 1� b 5 0.90

Method of

analysis

Follow-up

scores

Change

scores ANCOVA

Follow-up

scores

Change

scores ANCOVA

r N N N N N N

0 126 252 126 240 480 240

0.5 126 126 95 240 240 180

0.6 126 101 81 240 192 154

0.7 126 76 64 240 144 122

0.8 126 50 45 240 96 86

0.9 126 25 24 240 48 46

Note: Total sample size (N 5 2n) for different values of a and 1� b

(power) and for different values of the correlation r between the DAS28

at follow-up and at baseline.
reduction of 13% in comparison to the analysis of the
change from baseline and a reduction of 48% versus the
analysis of the endpoint scores.

5. Discussion and conclusion

Covariate adjustment increases the power and reduces
the sample size in RCTs [1e3,10,11]. Another advantage
of covariate adjustment is that it corrects for imbalances
that may have occurred despite the randomization [12,13].

We propose a simple method for the sample size calcu-
lation when ANCOVA is used: multiply the number of sub-
jects required for the t-test by 1� r2 and add one extra
subject per group. Then add some additional subjects to
compensate for potential missing and non-evaluable
observations.

5.1. Other covariates

We have discussed the sample size calculation when the
outcome variable measured at baseline is the independent
covariate in the ANCOVA. It may be clear that the results
in this paper remain valid when another baseline variable
is used as covariate.

Our approach can easily be generalized to more than one
covariate. The design factor remains the same, but r in this
case is the multiple correlation between the baseline vari-
ables X1,.Xk and the follow-up outcome Y1 (within the
treatment groups). This correlation may be unknown, but
it is at least as large as the largest of the correlations be-
tween Y1 and the individual baseline variables. When data
from earlier trials or cohorts are available, the multiple cor-
relation can be estimated by carrying out a linear regression
with dependent factor Y1 and independent factors X1,.Xk.
The percentage explained variance R2 is an estimate of r2.
The design factor is 1� R2.

5.2. Selection of covariates

It is important that the covariates that the analysis
adjusts for are prespecified in the study protocol because
inclusion of variables on the basis of data-dependent
selection may lead to spurious results [10,11,13,14]. Data
from previous trials on similar treatments and patient pop-
ulations may be useful for the selection of covariates for the
analysis [14]. In general, variables that are thought to be
strongly predictive of the outcome are likely candidates,
both for inclusion as covariates in the analysis and as strat-
ification or minimization factors in the randomization. If
the randomization is stratified for certain variables, these
should be included as covariates in the analysis [15].

5.3. Assumptions of the power calculation

The power calculation for a t-test requires assumptions
about the SD and the difference between the groups. For
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ANCOVA, it also requires an estimate of the correlation be-
tween the covariate and the outcome. Similar to the SD, this
correlation may be estimated from similar previous trials or
from observational data.

When the planned analysis of the trial is ANCOVA, it is
assumed that the slopes of the regression lines in both treat-
ment groups are equal (no interaction or treatment modifi-
cation). However, this assumption may be incorrect, and so
may be the estimates of the correlation, SD, or treatment
difference. This highlights a disadvantage of an ANCOVA
approach versus a t-test approach: it depends on more as-
sumptions. If some of these assumptions are incorrect, the
chance that the trial is successful may be less than is
calculated.

5.4. Conclusion

The use of ANCOVA may considerably reduce the num-
ber of patients required for a trial. This should be taken into
account when the sample size of a trial is determined. The
approach presented in this paper offers a simple method to
do so.

Appendix

We assume that in a randomized trial with two treatment
groups (Y1,1, Y1,2,. Y1,n, Y2,1, Y2,2,.Y2,n) is the outcome of
interest and (X1,1, X1,2,.X1,n, X2,1, X2,2,.X2,n) is the base-
line. All pairs (Yi,j, Xi,j) follow a bivariate normal distribu-
tion with known correlation r and SDs s and t. The mean
of Xi,j is 0 and the mean of Yi,j is mi (i 5 1,2). An ANCOVA
corresponds to testing equality of the means of Yi,j in the
treatment groups, given that (X1,1, X1,2,.X1,n, X2,1,
X2,2,.X2,n) 5 (x1,1, x1,2,.x1,n, x2,1, x2,2,.x2,n). Then the
(conditional) distribution of Yi,j has variance (1� r2)s2

and mean mi [16].
The power of the t-test is based on the variance s2,

whereas the power of ANCOVA depends on the conditional
variance (1� r2)s2. As the latter is a factor 1� r2 smaller
and as the sample size required for a certain power is pro-
portional to the variance, an ANCOVA on (1� r2)n obser-
vations has the same power as a t-test on n observations.

The reduction of the variance by a factor 1� r2 also
means that the use of ANCOVA increases the precision
by

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p
, that is, the standard error and the length of

the CI of the difference between the treatment groups are
reduced by a factor

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p
.

When r and s are known, the test statistic follows a nor-
mal distribution, and it is straightforward to show that the
required sample size for a test with type I and II errors
a and b is n 5 2(Z1�a/2þ Z1�b)2(1� r2)s2/(m1� m2)2 per
group. When r and s are not known, the test statistic fol-
lows a t-distribution with 2n� 2 degrees of freedom. For
large trials the difference between a normal and a t-distribu-
tion is negligible, but for small trials the formula will un-
derestimate the required number of patients.
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